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Millsap’s Tough-Nosed Approach Is Contagious 

 

By Jabari Davis 

 

Following a recent road loss at the hands of the Los Angeles Lakers, Paul Millsap sat quietly at his locker 

with a near-despondent expression on his face. Players, team personnel and various members of the 

media dressed, packed and conducted interviews all around him, but that did little to faze the 28-year-

old forward. 

 

Millsap’s meditation continued, to the point that reporters were unsure if the contemplative eighth-year 

power forward could even hear the questions thrown his way. Finally, a calm and deliberate tone could 

be heard coming from his direction, explaining that the Hawks must bounce back after tough losses. 

 

“It depends on what we’re going to do about it,” Millsap said. “It’s tough when you have games like this. 

We expected to win this game, but we didn’t. The sky is the limit if we come out and do our jobs.” 

 

Those may not seem like earth-shattering quotes to some, but keep in mind that we were only three 

games into the regular season at that point, and recently-signed Millsap is already taking losses to heart. 

While others might question or even criticize that type of grind, a round of applause should actually be 

in order. In a current sports climate where we want our athletes to show just how much they care about 

game, the Hawks have found themselves a professional in every sense of the word. 

 

After a very productive three-year college career at Louisiana Tech University, Millsap was drafted by 

the Utah Jazz in the second round (No. 47 overall pick) of the 2006 NBA Draft. Perhaps a bit low for 

someone who had led all of college basketball in rebounding just a few months before, but Millsap 

didn’t complain about it once. The Louisiana product simply went about his business as he always had, 

eventually earning the starting power forward position just a few seasons later. 

 

Without re-hashing his entire journey, Millsap has always seemed comfortable as a “bring your lunch-

pail” player. Millsap has an incredible work ethic, which has already started to rub off on his teammates 

in Atlanta. 

 

“He’s a really hard worker, that’s one thing that I’ve learned so far,” teammate Jeff Teague said of 

Millsap. “He comes to work every day and gives 100 percent. He’s very talented and he can really finish 

around the rim. He plays his butt off. Him bringing that energy to our squad, it’s just trickling through to 

everyone else.” 

 

That’s the level of intensity and mindset you have to embrace if you want to be successful in this league, 

and Millsap has it in spades. 

 

Having competed against Millsap over the years, his approach shouldn’t come as a shock to his peers. 

However, now that Millsap is on their team and going through his rigorous workouts right alongside 

them, they seem pleasantly surprised by his intensity and determination. 

 



Put simply, when your high-priced talent is willing to do all the dirty work and small things that don’t 

always stand out on a stat sheet, it can only lead to positive things for a team. It also helps that Millsap 

is also a strong leader, who shouldn’t have any trouble motivating his teammates and ensuring that 

everyone is on the same page. 

 

Millsap doesn’t concern himself with what anyone outside of the Hawks’ locker room thinks about this 

team, and he isn’t afraid to let you know. While the general NBA discussion regarding the Eastern 

Conference’s top teams often misses the Hawks altogether, Millsap will have no part of such 

conversations until his team has had time to settle in and develop chemistry. 

 

With that said, Atlanta may possess the best power forward/center combination in the Eastern 

Conference, as the pairing of Millsap alongside Al Horford has been nearly seamless, which makes sense 

since both players possess an above-average mid-range game for big men, while also capable of playing 

with their backs to the basket when playing out of the post. Each of them are also more-than-willing 

passers, and could develop some good big-to-big action as the season moves on. 

 

It’s safe to say that Millsap won’t change his approach to the game, nor is he likely to waver in the 

mindset he brings. For a player unfamiliar with the easy road, a steady grind has now become the path 

of choice. The Hawks anticipated this when deciding to sign him in the offseason, and it is clear the 

organization couldn’t be happier with the player they have. 

 

“[We love] Paul’s values and how he plays,” Hawks general manager Danny Ferry said. “For one, he 

really knows how to play. He’s a smart player, he’s a good passer, he’s unselfish. He plays hard every 

play and every game. That’s an identity that we obviously want to have with our team, in practice and in 

games. Having him do that every day, and having our young guys see that as an example every day, it’s a 

great thing.” 

 


